Cover for Cylinders – eXXtreme
Your breathing apparatuses are designed to withstand most environmental hazards. Breathing air cylinders are
designed to cover and protect your most valuable asset, under high pressure, but the quality of this security comes
at a price. Even the most robust compressed air cylinders can lose operational safety by superficial damage or can
become unusable.
So it is worth keeping your cylinders undamaged and clean while they are in use under protected conditions.
Beyond basic protection, our completely redesigned and improved "eXXtreme" protective covers offer an improved
carrying comfort, high-visibility and, because of the optimized durability, can also be used for hot trainings.

Easy to use, durable and exceptionally safe
Shock protected
The new and large inner padding with
medium-sized pores located on the bottom of
the bottle offers optimal impact protection and
heat resistance.
Durable
The selected mix of the fabric layers and threads
can be stretched, which increases the flexibility.
In addition to that it makes the cover
exceptionally resistant against external damage.
Thick blended NOMEX-Viscose-Lycra fabric
protects the surface by a special weave with a
flame-resistant NOMEX thread. A flame
retardant foam layer within the fabric also
protects the bottle better against shocks.

Safe and comfortable
To avoid risky carrying on the valve the two
applied handle loops provide an ideal carrying
comfort. Especially the small loop at the top is
ideal for quick access, like from a shelf or out of
a trolley.

Visible
Outstanding visibility in any situation
is provided by a large reflector print
in combination with a special
luminescent stripe on top and a
signal yellow tape for first
responders with additional reflector
surface on the bottom.

Secured
The cover is closable with a robust
zipper on the neck of the cylinder in
order to limit the potential contact
surface for damage on the cylinder.
Velcro locking prevents accidental
opening and the zipper is protected
against dirt or damages under a
textile layer.

Accurate fit
Cover has a flexible fit for all typical 6.8 liter
cylinders.
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Technical Data
Material
Measurements
Washing

NOMEX-Viscose-Lycra fabric, 3M Scotchlite signal strap, aramid holding strap, metal zipper
Circumference ca. 520 mm, Diameter ca. 165 mm, Length ca. 520 mm
40°C with soft detergent

Certificate

Ordering information

Tested as SCBA accessory for series AirMaXX and AirGo
according to EN 137:2007 (flame engulfment test)
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Cylinder cover eXXtreme, black
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